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Pilot Boarding Safety Alert 
 

The Australasian Marine Pilots Institute (AMPI) has become aware of a spate of pilot 

ladder incidents involving side ropes and man ropes parting in service. In one case a 
pilot sustained serious injuries after falling some 7m, landing on the deck of the 

waiting pilot cutter after the man ropes parted. The pilot concerned is reportedly on 
the road to recovery and the incident remains under investigation.  

 

AMPI would like to draw all stakeholders' attention to AMSA Marine Notice 3/2022 
Pilot Boarding Arrangements. 

 

AMPI would also urge members to review their pilot boarding procedures, in 

particular ensuring careful examination (to the extent possible) of pilot ladders and 
man ropes before use. In line with AMSA marine notice 3/2022 members should not 
attempt to use any pilot boarding arrangement until they are completely satisfied 

that the ladder is rigged safely and in an acceptable condition.  

 

AMPI is also aware that several pilotage service providers are requiring vessels to 
declare the age of their pilot ladders and manropes prior to arrival.  Given the 

recent spate of incidents, AMPI fully supports this course of action.  

 

AMPI continues to provide constructive input through IMPA and directly to AMSA in 

the area of pilot boarding arrangement regulation.   

 

In the meantime, AMPI: 

 

1. Urges pilot service providers: 

 
1.1 To consider requiring ships to supply information on the age of their 

pilot ladders and man ropes. Should they be in excess of 30 months, 
these arrangements should be carefully considered before use and 

the vessel advised to renew their equipment at the earliest opportunity. 
1.2 Share this alert with Pilot managers, Marine Pilots and Pilot Launch 

Masters and Crew. 

1.3 Hold appropriate discussions with Marine Pilots, Pilot Launch Masters 
and Crew to determine appropriate measures to reduce risk to 

personnel during pilot transfer.  
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2. Recognise that Marine Pilots retain the ultimate authority in assessing a 
particular boarding arrangement on a particular occasion. To minimise the 

risk of delay with associated costs, AMPI strongly urges ship owners, operators 
and managers to: 

 
2.1 Seek out reputable suppliers and replace both pilot ladders and man 

ropes at intervals of not more than 30 months regardless of condition. 
They should also ensure their purchasing agents only purchase from 
approved suppliers. These ladders should also be provided with 

maintenance inspection and operational instructions. 
2.2 Review storage arrangements for man ropes and pilot ladders to 

ensure they are stored in areas free of potential contamination by 
chemicals, paints, grease or other sources of contamination. 

2.3 Review their Safety Management Systems and ensure a clear policy on 

replacement, crew training, onboard maintenance and inspection is in 
place. 

2.4 Share this alert with their Ship Masters for their action and attention.  

 

Pilot boarding is regarded as a safety critical activity and as such AMPI believes, 
compliance with the spirit and intent of SOLAS V/23, IMO RES A 1045/27, ISO 799-
1:2019, ISO 799-2021and ISO 799-3:2022 is an essential component of a safe boarding 

system. Although compliance with the above standards and regulations does not 
guarantee safe pilot transfer it will in most cases reduce the risk level associated with 

the task.  

 

Further reading: 

ISO 799-1:2019  

ISO 799-2:2021 

ISO 799-3:2022 

SOLAS V/23 

IMO RES A 1045/27 

AMSA 03/2022 Pilot Transfer Arrangements 
 
Reference 1 https://www.amsa.gov.au/about/regulations-and-standards/032022-pilot-
transfer-arrangements 
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